
Armour Bell Ear Plug - Corded - Class 5
Code: EPBC100

Features

Unit: Box
Pack Qty: 100
Carton Qty: 10
Colour: Yellow
AS/NZS 1270:2002

Product Details
Armour Safety proudly presents the Armour® Bell Ear Plug - Corded | Class 5, a state-of-the-art hearing 
protection solution. Certified to AS/NZS 1270:2002 with a Class 5 SLC(80) 27dB rating, these ear plugs offer a 
SLC(80) rating of 27dB, suitable for environments with noise levels up to 110 dB(A).

Made of PU (Polyurethane) foam, they're designed to expand and fit comfortably in the ear canal, enhancing 
protection. Featuring an integrated neck cord for convenient accessibility, these ear plugs boast vibrant colors for 
easy identification and adherence to safety standards.

Designed for comfort, their shape facilitates easy insertion and reduces the chance of slipping out. Each pair is 
individually packaged in poly bags, ensuring hygiene and ease of distribution. These disposable ear plugs are 
intended for single use up to 8 hours. Users should handle them with clean hands, regularly check for damage or 
dirt, and store them in a cool, dry place. Proper fitting is vital for effective protection, and users are advised to 
avoid using corded ear plugs in environments where cords could become entangled.

Armour's Bell Ear Plugs are the perfect combination of safety, comfort, and practicality for demanding work 
settings.

Features and Benefits:

Integrated neck cord for ease of location when not in use.
Vibrant colours for visual identification & compliance
Economical & convenient option for work environments that demand a high degree of comfort, frequent 
changes or where hygiene presents a problem for re-usage.
Bell shaped for maximum comfort.
Design makes it easier to insert & reduces tendency to back out of the ear.
Disposable earplugs are design for single use - 8 hours max
Hearing protection for noise levels up to 110 dB(A) 

https://armoursafety.com.au/products/head-protection/hearing/armour-bell-ear-plug-corded-class-5/
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Head Office in Queensland, servicing Customers 
nationally

https://armoursafety.com.au 1300 41 43 31
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